
The sliding table saw T 73: Technical data

All dimensions in mm

A = Cr¡ttlng w¡dth B = Space required (for cutting w¡dth A) E = Space required (for cutting width A) E

85O (33')
al-OO (rx3')
1350 (53')
1600 (6s')

Basic,/ Classic/ Automatlc/ CNC

1150 (45')
1400 (55')
1650 (65')
1900 (75')

Classlc

eso (37')
t2oo (47')
1450 (57')
!7OO (67')

Automat¡c/ CNC

toæ (42')
1:rlo (52')
1560 (61)
1810 C/1')

L = SlidinÉ table lenglth

1900 C/5')
30oo (118)
3300 (130')
3700 (145')
5100 (20O')

Format cuts
for sliding table length L

1900 x 19OO [/5 x 75')
300O x 300O (118 x 118')
330O x 330O (130 x 130')
330O x 370O (130 x 145")
330O x 370O (130 x 145")

C = RanEle of movement
in ftont of saw blade

2485 (e8')
3585 (141)
3895 (153')
42eO (169')
5705 e24")

D: RanE¡e of movement
in front of saw blade

23e0 (94')
3490 (137')
3790 (14e')
4190 (165')
5590 (220')

I:900 (35,4) II:255 (10') III:625 (24,6') N :73O (28,7') V:735 (28,9') Vr:480 (189') Vrr: 1435 (56,5') yrrr: 1650 (65)

X:460 (18,1) B + X: transport width

ø tO0mm/ 3.94"

aø 60mm/ 2.36"

t20mm/ 4.72" ø 720mm/ 4.72"

=_ì..1

Die T 73_AUTOMATIC:

Automatic adjustments for
excellent results - automatically.

Seite 8

Die T 73_CNC:

The top model for professionals

with highest requirements.

Seite 10

Accessories:

lndividual solutions
for individual needs

Seite 13
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Additional stop element Extendable support Front support table

,*.

Front support table T 7367

Electro-pneumatic locking of the saw arbor Rip fence can be folded down

The T 73-BASIC: Creating a perfect basis

_ The basic model for simple and prac-

tical use: uncomplicated mechanics.

Robust technology. Gonvenient opera'

tion. And always a Precise result.

Cutting precision for good reasons: The rip

fence runs on wear-free steel guides and ball

bearings and is therefore quick, conveni-

ent and above all precisely adjustable. ln

addition it can be conveniently lowered

below the machine table.

arbor is executed electro-pneumatically,

reducing down time for saw blade changes

to seconds.

Optjonally equipped wiür a 5.5 lñV motor with

three speeds and a parallelogram protec-

tive guard the T 73_BASIC can be set-up for

cutting heights of up to l-70 mm (6.7'). The

extensive MARTIN accessory program gua-

rantees that the machine adapts for any

kind of operation in an ideal waY.

Additional stop element T 7345 on cross cut
fence T 7340

_ Each cross cut fence with 2-points-align-

ment or seamless alignment can be equip-

ped with an additionalstop element A help-

ful extra, if two measures are to be cutwith-

out chan$ng the positions of the stops.

Extendable support T 7331 for standard cross
cut tableh

_ Longer work pieces are optimally suppor-

ted by the eKendable supporl lhe roller pro-

tects sensitive work piece surfaces and

edges. As T 7336, this accessory is also avai-

lable for the mitre cross cut table.

_ lncrease safety and accuracy on longer

work pieces with the front support table.

This foldable table is a helpfulsupportforwofk

on the rip fence.

_ lhe spraying device allor,lrs easy cuts of pla-

stics and non-fenous metals. Spraying nozz-

les moisten both sides of the saw blade with

cool¡ng or lubricating liquid. the device is posi-

tioned well accessible at the machine.

Play-free, long-term steelguides provide a

precisely moving sliding table and an excel-

lent cutting quality. The locking of the saw

The T 73_BAS|G.

Gonvenient op€rat¡on

- buift-in robustness. Roller support Lasenlight for cutting Spraying device
line indication

î-
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Roller support T 7365 for standard cross cut
table

_ Would you like to use the whole range of

movement of an ed$ng table of 3.7 m or

more with the cross cuttable attached? Do

you work with very heavy material? ln tho-

se cases the roller support for the cross cut

table and the parallel cutting equipment is

highly recommended.

LaseÊl¡ght for cutting line indication f 7373 Spraying device for main saw blade

I
Y*'r:

l¡lustratlon on the dgltt:

T 73_BASIC with accessory

T 73Ol- F¡ne adjustrnent for the rip fence

T 73O8/L Length of edgng table 1.9 m

f 7320 Scoring saw unit

T 7322 Ritzfix scoring saw blade kit

T_

b,
s-j

ælh.ã

_ This powetful laser exactly indicates the cut-

ting line of the saw blade. A very helptul

device for edging and ripping solid wood,

cutting step-panels of stairs and multiple

similar jobs based on outlines on your ma-

terial..

4/ T 73_BASIC /2L



Pneumatic pressure bar

Pneumatic pressure barT 737O/3

_ The pneumatic pressure device can be

used for multiple purposes. Press larger

work pieces firmly and securely to the sli-

ding table or simulate a veneer saw Thin

plyr,vood or chipboard sheets can be pressed

a
a

Enduring operat¡onal technology

.#"
13l l

Motorised sliding table

râ,.''."F

l*

Mitre cuts with the pressure bar

flat and cut perfectly. Tightened securely,

plastics or non-ferrous metal sheets can be

cut safely. Achieve a peffect result on mit-

re cuts with a work piece that lies completely

plane on the table. For large panels this

effect can be enhanced with the parallel cut-

ting equipment T 7356. Of course all T 73

cross cut fences and tables can be combi-

ned with the pressure bar.

of O - 25 rVmin (0 - 82 fVmin). The same

switch turns the system on and off, disen-

gaging the motorised slider within seconds.

1:*

5[1:

æ
Motorised sliding table f 737 L

_ The motor-dr¡ven sliding table with its abso-

lutely constant infeed speed allows perfect

cutting results. The constant cut guaran-

tees absolute precision. Especially on criti-

Operating element in detail

cal and heaw material, this option is a distin-

ct time and enerry safer for the user.

A rotary switch allows fast and convenient

adjustment of the infeed speed for a range

Motor power: 4 t{w (5.5 HP)

Tilt¡ng range of saw blade: CP to 46.

Cutting height: max.80 mm (3.15")

Saw blade diameter:250-315 mm (9.8-124")

Speeds: 4000 rpm

Cuttingwidth: 850 mm (33.5")

Length of ed$ng table: 3000 mm (118")

weiEihr: 1650 kg (36501bs.)

øl¡ e
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F

olo Double mitre fence Counter mitre fence Edging device

Cutting height of 1-70 mm (6.7")

_ The classic for your workshop com-

bines traditional operating elements

with electilcal support. lts clear

design enables a quick and above all

safe operation.

The height and angle of the saw blade are

adjusted electrically - and is therefore con-

venient. Cutting angle, speed and running

hours are indicated digitally.

Of course the CLASSIC comes with the elec-

tro-pneumatic lock¡ng of the saw arbor for

fast and easy saw blade changes. No more

handling of locking arbors or special tools.

Speed changes are executed convenient-

ly from above.

Everything under control

The newly designed and highly effective

parallelogram guard hosts saw blades of

up to 500 mm (1-9.7"), allowing a cutting

height of up to 1-70 mm - often helpfulfor

angle cuts.

The optional hand crank adjustment of the

rip fence allows for quick and precise adjust-

ments of the cutting width from the opera-

tor's position and with an accuracy of UlO
of a mm.

The rotatable control panelT 7304 (optio-

nal) at eye-level makes operation even

more comfortable.

The T 73_CLASSIC.

The classic for accurate cuts

- always.

\$ F{ a
ti

Edg¡ng device f 7372

_ Trimming veneered or laminated boards -

just one of many uses of the edging device.

This accessory can simply be slipped on the

rip fence. Substitut¡ng a laser, the edging

device can also be used for stripe based

cuts.
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The T 73-CLASSIC: A solid partner for precise fabrication 0)Þ -'\\r
o

Double mitre fence DGA 900 top digital
T 7333

_ Thanks to the clear setting matr¡x of the

DGA, differently wide work pieces can be

mitre cut fast and easy. Also glass ledges for

all kinds of arches can be cut to perfection.

Counter mitre fence T 7338

_ The counter mitre fence is the ideal com-

plement to your cross cut fence for cutting

acute an$es. This accessory is quickty moun-

ted and cuts angles from CP to 45'.

Second support and parallel cutting stop for the sliding table

h-"", . t*'-t _&

lllustratlon on the r¡ght:

T 73_C|-ASSIC wlth accessorles

T 7303 Digital readout for saw blade height
adjustrnent

T 7305 Hand wheel adjustrnentforthe rip
fence, digital readout for cutting width

I 7308/5 Length of sliding table 3.7 m
f 7327 Electrically adjustable scoring saw

(2 axes)
1 7322 Ritzfix scoring saw blade kit
I 7340 D¡gital cross cut fence with 2-points-

al¡gnment
ï 7367 Front support table

Second support T 7368

_ The second support supports you in every

sense of the word. lt attaches easily to any

position of the sliding table and decisively

simplifies cutting large sheet goods.

Parallel cutting stop T 7355 on the second support

Combined with the parallel cutting stop, the

second support allows precise parallel cuts

of up to 8O0 mm (31.5'). lf the machine is

equipped with two of these devices it be-

comes a useful alternative to the parallel

cutting equipment. We even thought of a

flap with a double stop for rip and final cut.

6/ T 73 CLASSTC /Le



Electronically controlled cross cut fence ( th axis)

',--*¡lF

Speed change from above

Removable fence extension for cuts of up to 3300 mm

Motor power: 5.5 t{\tv (7.5 HP)

Tilting range of saw blade: CP to 46'

Cutting height max. 170 mm (6.7')

Saw blade diameter: 250-500 mm (10-19.7")

Speeds: 28OO/ 40OO/ 5500 rPm

Cutting width: 850 mm (33.5")

Length of ed$ng table: 3000 mm (118")

Weiflht: 1750 kg (38501bs)

Motor¡sed cross cut fence T 7350

_ The AUTOMATIC and CNC models can be

executed with a motorised cross cut fence.

ln addition to the cutting height, angle and

width, this option precisely positions the

stops for the cutting length.

A large inner cutting range of 2200 mm

(86.6") allows fast and variable operation

because the whole range is executed by this

stop element.

For lengths of up to 3300 mm (129.9") the

fence extension can be easily attached and

the control desk indicates which stop is in use.

Most interesting for shops who are executing

many mitre cuts: this fence can also be com-

bined with the mitre cross cut table T 7335,

offering full flexibility and accuracy not only

on square cuts.

with one single adjustrnent.

Cutting w¡dths of 0 to 2100 mm (O to 82.67")

can be executed by turning the stops. Of

course all available cross cut fences can be

attached to the parallel cutting equipment.

Parallel cutting equipment

Parallel cutting equipment T 7356

_ Parallel cuts of large sheet goods but also

of narrow stripes often cause problems.

Especially on angle cuts with a tilted saw

blade.

The parallel cutting equipment offers two

stops that can be moved together and adju-

Crank with scale

sted exactly by a crank shifting the work pie-

ce on the sliding table.

Damages of sensitive edges as well as the

surface of the board are almost excluded.

Thanks to the special h¡nged flap on the fen-

ces, raw and fìnished cuts can be executed

f
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The T 73-AUTOMATIC: Get convincing support

_ The AUTOMATIC keeps its promises.

State of the art electronics - conveni'

ent handling. Easy understandable

control elements guatantee accurate,

reliable and perfect results.

Precise cross cuts with an accuracy of 0.10 mm Automatic lowering of the rip fence

High-speed adjustment of all axes is an

important, time saving, factor especially for

constant changes on the rip fence.

The optional 3-axes-scoring saw unit is a

great advantage for each workshop using

laminated boards. Clear and ergonomic

design makes most adjustments self explal

ning.

Scoring saw for the T 73_BASIC and Ritzfix saw blade kit

Scoring saw for ï 73_BASIC f 7320 Ritzfix scoring saw blade kilT 7322

Simply enter the required dimensions of

cutting width, cutting height and cutting

angle - the 3-axes-control positions each

selected axis.

The motorised cross cut fence (optional

4th axis) can also be adjusted from the

control board. Programming on the rotata-

ble control panel of the AUTOMATIC is as

easy as convenient.

The rip fence can be folded below table

level, as an option even fully automatic by

push button. The arm of the saw blade

guard can be moved to the rear allowing

easy access of large work pieces.

The T 73_AUTOMATIC.

Automatic adlustments for

excellent results - automatically.

_ The scoring saw of the T 73 BASIC can be

adjusted with two easily accessible tuming

knobs. They determine the exact scoring

position and height according to scales. The

scoring width can be changed with shims.

When turned on, the scoring saw pops up

pneumatically to the pre-adjusted height. lt

conveniently drops below the machine table

when the unit is switched off. This allows to

engage or disengage the scoring unit without

a loss of time. All adjustments stay put.

For more comfort on the cutting width you can

upgrade to the Ritzfix saw blade kilT 7322.

Offering shim-free scoring width adjustment

by tuming a small screw - without having to

loosen or clamp anything before.

Electrically adjustable 2-axes and S-axes scoring saw

t<>t €
\-/

t+l ->l?
Electrically adjustable 3-axes scoring saw T 7323

o,tit@ ffi
1@

@

élllust¡atlon on the rlght:
T 73_ AUTOMATIC wlth accessorles

T 7323 Electrically adjustable scoring saw
(3 axes)

T 7335 Mitre cross cut table
T 7340 Dlgital cross cut fence with

2-po¡nts-al¡gnment
17374 R¡p fence pneumatically lowerable
f 7376 lnf¡nitely variable speed for the

main saw blade

Electrically adjustable 2-axes scoring saw T 7321

_ Both scoring units offer most convenient

operation with unique features.

Large digital displays indicate performed

adjustments of the scoring blade in cutting

depth and its lefl/right position to the main

saw blade. The 3-axes unit also offers a

patented and world-wide unique system that

allows and indicates adjustrnents of the cut-

ting width of the scoring saq while the bla-

des are running. To simpliû adjusüTents,

the buttons for axial position and the cut-

ting width of the 3rd axis are pulse control-

led and work in intervals of 5/tOO mm. The

scoring height adjusts continuously.

For convenient and shim free adjustment of

the cutting w¡dth, the 2-axes unit can be upg-

raded with the Ritzfix scoring sawT 7322.

Both systems minimise down time and help

you to achieve perfect edges without tear

outs.

'¿.r-r---i-r-. . r-{
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Rip fence adjustable by hand wheel for T 7ï_ÇI-/'SSIC

Operation at one sight

Rip fence adjustable by hand wheel T 7305

_ Thanks to the crank adjustment the rip

fence of the T 73_CLASSIC can be remote-

controlled. The large digital display enables

precise adjustments with an accuracy of

UIO mm. The rip fence is securely locked

and unlocked by push buttons allowing adjust-

Rip fence can be lowered below table level

ment of the entire cutting width from the

operator's position. Wasting time by walking

around the machine for adjustments is a

thing of the past. Combined with the optio-

nal pneumatical lowering of the rip fence

T 7374, this fence can be dropped below the

table surface by remote-control - very helpful

for cutting long parts. With the fence all the

way to the back, clamp it and press the
"lower" button. Pressing the same button

again, brings the fence back into operating

position.

Rotatable control panel for T 7}-CLASSIC

Rotatable control panel I7304 with saw blade guard tilted aside (for
special works only)

Rotatable control panel for T 73_CLASSIC T 7304

e

t

The control panel of the CLASSIC, normally

integrated in the machine frame, can be rai-

sed to eye level as an option. lnteresting for

operators who want to have important infor-

mation at eye sight at all times. The panel

is mounted to the support arm of the guard

and can be rotated for optimal visibility.

The control panel remains within easy reach

even when the saw blade guard is tilted to

the back. You can choose from the same

wide range of accessories as with the regu-

lar control panel.

Motor power: 5.5 1{!V C/.5 HP)

T¡lting range of saw blade: CP to 46"

Cutting height: nnx. 170 mm (6.7')

Saw blade diameter: 250-500 mm (10-19.7')

Speeds: 28OO/ 4OO0/ 5500rpm

Cuttingwidth: 1100 mm (43.3")

Length of ed$ng table: 3O0O mm (118')

Weigþt: l-950 k9 (43001bs)
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Electronically controlled cross cuts

_ The top model for customers w¡th an

emphas¡s on time sav¡ng fabrication

processes. Electronics that really sup.

port the operator, ra¡s¡ng qual¡ty and

output.

The clearly structured programmable logic

control (PLC) ofthe CNC opens unheard of

possibilities. lnsert a new saw blade and ent-

er the code for this blade. The tool con-

version immediately downloads important

information like blade diameter and cutting

thickness.

This ensures peace of mlnd, because one-

hundred-percent exact cuts are now pos-

I
{

Analogue and digital cross cut fence with 2-points-alignment

a
a

Standard analogue cross cut fence with 2-points-alignment

_ Each T 73 comes with a special 2-po¡nts

cross cut fence as a standard. lt provides two

support points for the work piece. The deci-

sive advantage of this principle is the safe gui-

dance ofthe piece and highest accuracy at

any time.

Offering a precise and well readable scale at

-

the magnifying glass and fine adjustment for

the inner stop element as a standard, cutting

lengths of 200 to 1975 mm (up to 77.75")

are adjusted within seconds.

Long cuts of up to 330O mm (1-30") are

enabled by the extendable second stop ele-

ment. lf the highest precision of a digital rea-

ID

Digital cross cut fence with 2-points-alignment T 7340

State of the art electronics: conven¡ent handling

*
The T 73_CNC: A short formula of success: Latest technology for utunost precision

sible, even with tilted saw blades. The con-

trol takes the geometry of every stored tool

into account.

Data of 100 tools and up to l-000 cutting

programmes can be memorized by the con-

trol unit. Combined with the optional mitre

cross cut table and the motorised cross

cut fence the CNC automatically executes

the length compensation at the cross cut fen-

ce for all mitre cuts. Just enter the cutting

angle, the T 73 CNC works it out.

The T 73_CNC:

The top model for professionals with

h¡ghest requirements.

dout is what you need, the digital cross cut

fence T 7340 is the appropriate option for

you.

lnner and outer stop can be independently

adjusted with an accuracy of I/70 mm

(!\OOO\. Each readout can be changed

from absolute to incremental dimensioning.

Analogue and digital cross cut fence with seamless alignment

T
Ë

F
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lllust¡ation on the r¡ght:

T 73_CNC with accessories

T 73tO/3 Cutting w¡dth 1350 mm

1 7323 Electrically adjustable scoring saw

(3 axes)

T 7335 Mitre cross cut table

T 7350 Electronically controlled cross cut

fence

a

+
l¡
l¡
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Analogue cross cut fence with seamless al¡gnment f 7337

_ As an alternative to the regular cross cut

fence, the T 73 can be equipped with a fen-

ce with seamless alignment. Other than the

standard execution, this model is equipped

with two large flip-stops, allowing the wof< pie-

ce to fìt closely to the flat profìle of the fen-

Digital cross cut fence with seamless alignment I 7343,

ce. That is especially helptulwith thin, flexible

material. Using the scale magn¡ñ/¡ng lens

and the fine adjustment the inner stop ele-

ment can be set exactly.

The quick clamping of the stop element sup-

ports rapid measure changes. Using the

extendable stop, lengths of up to 3300 mm

(130") can be cut. The digital version of the

stop offers highest accuracy and easy hand-

ling. Two easy-to-read readouts work inde-

pendently. Even incremental movements are

possible.

qt
E
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Standard cross cut table and fix position adjushnent

--'--tl

Perfect m¡tre cuts

Standard cross cut table of the T 73

_ The standard equipment of all T 73 saws

includes the stable but still light cross cut

table. lt can be attached to any position

aloryg the length of the sliding table and is atta-

ched by a fast one-hand clamping opera-

ting. Without lifting, the cross cut fence can

Fixed positions for cross cut table T 7330

be shifted from the front to the rear position

of the cross cut table, allowing easy adjust-

mentto its best place for every job. The easy

to read clamping guidance with it's integra-

ted angle scale allows the execution of exact

mitre cuts. For the cutting of the most com-

mon repetitive angles of 15', 22.5,3CP and

45'option T 7330 "fìxed positions for cross

cut table " can be highly recommended. By

sh¡fting the outer clamping element of the

cross cut fence into the device, the required

angle is adjusted exactly and immovable.

Mitre cross cut table and setting gauge for length compensation

Mitre cross cut table T 7335

_ Do you need fast and accurate angle cuts

of small and large boards and ledges? No

problem with the mitre cross cut table. With-

out further accessory you can adjust this

table according to the LCD display with an

Calibration gauge for length compensat¡on T 7339

resolution of AIOU within in a range of

t 46,5CP. The CP clamping position guaran-

tees easy readjustment to squareness wit-

hin seconds. The calibration gauge

T 7339 comes with the mitre cross cut table

and is used to adjust the cross cut fence

for mitre cuts. This compensation can be

done quickly - and above all extremely pre-

cise.

Motor power: 5.5 K/V C/.5 HP)

Titting range of saw blade: CP to 46
Cutting he¡ght max. 170 mm (6.7')

Saw blade diameter: 250 - 500 mm (7O - 79.7\

Speeds: 28OO / 4@O / 5500 rpm

Cutting width: 1100 mm (43.3")

Lengh of ed$ngtable: 3000 mm (118")

Weight :1950 kS (43001bs.)

7.4 / ACCESSORTES /tL
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T 73-CNG: Technology in detail

LCD display of the T 73_cNc

The clear LCD display indicates ever-

ything you must know. And helps you

with everything you want to do. The con-

trol now executes a lot you had to observe

by yourself before. For example ,,tool con-

version". A complex process becomes easy

to handle. After changing the main saw

blade you just enter its reference number

and the machine immediately indicates each

actual value. Adjusüìlents and calibrations

to the dimensions of the tool have become

obsolete.

Simultaneously the display indicates which

saw blade has been activated. The lines

for width, height, angle and length (optional)

indicate clearly the actual and nominal

dimensions. The position of each axis can

easily be modified via the numeral key pad.

Even the thickness of the work piece can be

taken into account for cuts with a tilted saw

blade. The integrated projection for the

upper surface of the work piece automati-

cally calculates the precise width and length

(length only with option T 7350) at the top

and compensates for the tilted blade.

By entering the t¡lting an$e of the mitre

cross cut table into the control unit, the

Barcode reader T 7390

length compensation on the cross cut fen-

ce is executed electronically (only with opti-

on mltre cross cut table T 7335 and moto-

rised cross cut fence T 7350).

The barcode reader offers convenient

wolk¡ng and reduces human efrors.

Before the raw cut, all boards can already

be equipped with barcode labels from the

office.

Of course a cutting optimising software can

be used for dividing the boards. Even if the

pre-cut boards come to the machine at ran-

dom - each board is identified clearly by the

work piece identification system.

Since all information is already memorised

in the barcode, you do not have to worry

about postprocessors, online cable connec-

tions, problems with interfaces etc, etc..

Barcodes can also be printed on lists and

posted on the usefuloptionaljob sheet hol-

der.

T 73_GNC. l-atest technologY

deslgned for the requirements

of machlne operatorc.

The following pages describe the most important accessories. Showing all pos-

sibilities would fill a book. Your distributor will be pleased to give advice.

Standard cross cut table and fixed positions for cross cut table + page t4 Mitre cross cut table and calibration gauge for

lenglh compensation ) page t4 Analogue and digital cross cut fence with 2-points-alignment I page 15 Analogue and

d¡g¡tal cross cut fence with seamless al¡gnment + page 15 Rip fence adjustable by hand wheel, for T 73_CIASSIC + page 16

Rotatabfe control panel for T 73_ CLASSIC + page 16 Scoring saw for T 73_ BASIC and Ritzfix saw blade kit ) page L7 Elec-

trically adjustable scoring saq 2 and 3 axes ) pa1e t7 E¡ectron¡cally controlled cross cut fence (4th ax¡s) à page 18

Parallel cutting equipment + page 18 Double mitre fence ; page 19 Counter mitre fence ; page 19 Edg¡ng device t
page 19 Second support and parallel cutting stop for sliding table + page 19 Pneumatic pressure bar + page 20 Moto'

rised edg¡ng table Ð pa3e 20 Additional stop element Ð page 21 Extendable support + page 2L Front support table t
page 27 Roller support leg å page 2! [åse] l¡ght for cutt¡ng line indication ) pa$e 21, Spraying device + page 2t
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